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MITCHELL: We bring the expertise and the technology to make
that happen. Its very hard to find a company that has the

capability, experience and products to support these types of
customers. MITCHELL: I d like to share with you a story of what

happened when we stepped into a customer s business for
maintenance. The customer had been out of town, and

something had happened to the field. When we got there, they
had a case of fluid pouring all over the place. It was hard not to
smell the hydrocarbon, and there were different components

all over the place. I said, oh, my God, something bad has
happened. We looked at the gauges and we could see that

[gas] was coming out. I said, thats not good, its very bad. I said
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I need to take it down, and we shut it down. So I took it down. I
said, what else do you have that s going to happen? We talked

to the customer about his concern about the downtime and
how he wanted his business back up and running. I said, I have
a solution. I said, I want you to keep us on payroll, and I want
you to give me your high priority work, and lets see what we

can do about this. Mitchell allows you to assign reports and kits
to technicians for easy reporting and accurate estimates. Youll

find the management and collaboration tools you need to
efficiently direct your technicians and allow them to efficiently

work on your jobs, including integrations with things like
ServiceMagic, automation software, online ordering and

payment processing, and much more. Must-have features in a
professional tool at a price designed for the every day

professional Neat, user friendly interface Mobile device friendly
with native app support Fast, accurate, and professional, with

professional services included Easily create and modify reports
and data View reports on paper as a physical copy

Preview/view reports and data from your mobile device Import
data from other vendors into Mitchell Modify reports as many

times as you want Conduct unlimited reports and print out
unlimited reports Scan and import vehicle documents Upload
and store your documents Stock management Assignment,

quota, and lead management Client portal Unparalleled
reporting Client analytics Multi-tool integration Supports

multiple vehicle types
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